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WideArea IrradiationOptics
- ± 10° Ion Beam Deflection, Focussing, and Parallelization-

Deflector

Beam
parallelization
magnet

Ion beam deflector in combination with a parallelization magnet

TheWide Area Irradiation Optics were originally developed for ion implantation in targets of 200mmwidth.
Large chamber dimensions as well as a replacable neutral beam dump allow for transportation of high ion
beam currents up to 10mA at up to 20 keV with beam diameters of up to 40mm, as required for ion implan-
tation purposes.

The first component of the setup is an electrostatic deflector for bending charged particle beams by an angle
of up to± 10°. It consists of an einzel-lens-like cylinder electrode separated into two parts by a diagonal cut.
With this geometry, the two electrodes can deflect a beam by a certain deflection voltage, i.e. a potential
difference between the two electrode parts. Additionally, a lens effect can be created by a superimposed
offset or lens voltage applied to both electrode parts.

The second element is a dipole magnet for beam parallelization after deflection. It guarantees that the ion
beam hits a potential target area parallel to the surface normal with very small deviation angles under 1°
over the entire beam scanning width of 200mm. Together with the specifically designed optical properties
of the parallelization magnet, this allows for very precise control of the ion beam implantation parameters
of a facility containing the Wide Area Irradiation Optics.

With this combined setup, the beam can be scanned over a target surface in one direction. If the target is
moved perpendicular to beam incidence and scanning direction a homogenious ion implantation density can
be achieved over a two dimensional area. Although the recent design of the Wide Area Irradiation Optics
was optimized for 200mm target width, the design principle can also be expanded to larger implantation
areas.
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Scope of Delivery

• deflector electrodes including vacuum chamber and high voltage feedthroughs
• beamline element between deflector and magnet chamber
• dipole magnet with water cooled coils incl. connectors for attachment of water hoses, magnet yoke,
vacuum chamber, and neutral beam dump

Optional Eqipment

• power supplies for operation of deflector and magnet incl. tailored cables
• support stand for the setup incl. space to build in the power supplies
• water flow meter to guarantee sufficient water cooling of the magnet
• hall probe set to measure magnetic induction between the magnet poles

Technical Parameters

Deflector Parameters
max. lens voltage applied to both electrodes 30 kV
max. deflection voltage or potential difference 5 kV
inner lens diameter 100mm

Magnet Parameters
bending radius of charged particle beam 500mm
bending angle α 45° ± 10°
pole shoe angles at beam entry / exit β 0° / max. ± 10°
pole shoe gap 80mm
shape of pole shoe edges at beam entry / exit approx. Rogowsky
max. magnetic induction at ion trajectory 0.28 T

Combined Setup Parameters
max. beam scanning distance 250mm
beam incidence angle 0° ± 1°

General Parameters
dimensions (length x width x height) ca. 1014mm x 1034mm x 890mm
weight 520 kg (1150 lbs)

Infrastructural Reqirements
cooling water 1.5 l/min at 3 bar
vacuum conditions HV (1 · 10−3mbar and better)
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